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WHY DO I CHOOSE THIS?�
�
This is a journalling exercise to get in deep to what beliefs hold you 
back and prevent you from moving forward.

Despite what you make think on occasion, neither you nor I are crazy 
or illogical.  In fact, everything that we do, consciously and 
unconsciouly, arises from a very complex set of rules that we have 
learned through our childhood and adolescence, as we try to work out 
how the world around us works.

Primary and secondary gains are the reasons WHY you continue with 
something that seems counterintuitive.

For example; if you worry and fuss about what is going to happen to 
try and predict the outcome and prevent something bad happening, 
that is a pretty clear primary gain.

‘I don't want to worry and fret but I do because I believe (erroneously) 
that if I am vigilant enough I can stop bad things happening.’

The primary gain is a positive internal emotion that arises out of the 
behaviour, as above.

But what about the secondary gain.

I'm overworking myself; I know that I'm tired and struggling and I 
just can't seem to stop myself telling everyone how tired I am.  Even if 
I can't identify a primary gain (because it makes me feel crummy to 
say it) there is a clear secondary, external gain.

‘Oh you're so hard working, I couldn't do what you do, how good you 
are.’

The external validation, praise, even other people worrying about 
you.  That right there is secondary gains…
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Finally, for those of us who are the good girls and want to please our 
family, friends and partners there are tertiary gains; where a third 
party receives a benefit for your self-harmful behaviour ’Oh, your 
daughter is SO hardworking’ or maybe even that you work to please 
them, fulfill their ambitions and needs.

Now these are far from criticisms, in fact, if you are anything like me 
(and we both know that you are) you will find this a RELIEF.

Because you're not crazy and struggling with your confidence despite 
everything.

You're struggling with your confidence on the surface because 
somewhere in the primary, secondary or tertiary gains, you have 
LEARNED to do this, that this feels good or provides good for you or 
for others.

Isn't that fantastic?

Because all you need to do is root out WHERE it's happening and 
consciously change it and be vigilant of it.

Doesn't that make it so easy?

So, start ferretting out those gains.  In a situation where you are not 
progressing or seeing a change in your behaviour, or where you’re 
unhappy with what’s going on, ask and answer this question:

'Knowing everything that I know know, why would I still choose this?’

Answer it a minimum of 30 times or until you have at least one, if not 
several 'aha' moments..


